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To Whom It May Concern 

Ref: Southbeats Festival 2019 

 

 

Following my recent visit to the proposed Southbeats site for 2019, I wish to include the following information. 

 

 Access to the proposed bus/coach parking area is suitable from Terry’s Lodge Road onto the field. The gradient is 

acceptable and the provision of the temp road surface will make the route adequate for all weather conditions. The time 

of year should be fair/good weather but this precaution allows for rainy days too. 

 

 The parking area is perfectly acceptable for my vehicles to wait/park whatever the weather. We would reverse in 

an orderly fashion with the rear of the vehicles facing towards the perimeter fence. 

 

 The exit gate to get back onto Terry’s Lodge Road (turning right) is safe and suitable as long as the exact position is 

at the lowest gradient point of the fenced area to the left (looking at Terry’s Lodge Road) from the coach parking plot. 

 

 We have done this type of event on many occasions and we are confident about our assessment of the site. There 

will be minimal risks and all that can be done to reduce risks has been considered and actioned by either Southbeats or 

YMS Travel. The events in the past have been on all type of surfaces and we have vast experience of the problems that 

can occur. Park and Ride services have been completed in the past at Transport Festivals, Air Shows, Pop/Rock Concerts, 

Charity events and Steam Fairs in the South of England. 

 

 Access on and off London Road from Terry’s Lodge Road is very good, with good visability both ways ensuring 

safety for all concerned. All of our team will naturally be trained and briefed for the event prior to operation. 

 

For any further assistance, please do not hesitate to make contact 

 

 

 

 

James Wilford—Managing Director—YMS Travel Ltd  

james@ymstravel.co.uk 

07778 446448 


